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NC STORAGE AND TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
NC TRANSPORT UNIT

NC storage and transport systems made by LISTA give you the perfect solution for your tool logistics. Our NC modules not only
provide professional storage in inserts specially optimised for your machining and cutting tools, but also a safe method of
transporting them. Tools are stored in a space-saving and organised way and are always within reach and ready for use. But
that's not all: our NC modules can be individually equipped and can of course be freely combined with the entire LISTA system in
order to make the best possible use of the valuable space in your production facility.

NC transport units: Both preconfigured and customised models
are available. Carefully welded construction made of high-quality
sheet steel. The side panels are reinforced with shaped steel. In
the side panels there are strips of slots to hang frame supports,
tool cradles or insert frames without screws. In addition the
strips of slots are used to insert the adjustable shelves.
Equipment: bogie with two swivel and two fixed castors. Castors
with ball bearings and solid rubber tyres. Swivel castors with
braking mechanism. With a yellow galvanised push bar and
Mica-Bond painted in silver grey. Specification: sheet steel.

NC transport unit Art-Nr.: 18.373.020
Net weight kg 89 Castor load capacity kg 800

LISTA units 36 x 36 E Type HSK 63 A+C+E / 80 B+D+F

Width mm 1080 Specifications

1 insert frame with pair of frame supports, 2
tool cradle with pair of frame supports, sloping,
2 adjustable shelves including PVC ribbed mat
wheel diameter Ø 200 mm, rubber castors

Depth mm 692 Partitioning schemes E

Height mm 975 Colour Light grey RAL 7035

Number of holders 36

Product-specific benefits
Safe, clean and organised storage  in
high-quality inserts made from break-proof,
impact-proof and oil-resistant ABS material
tailored to hold your cutting tools

Optimum space utilisation because these
high-capacity systems are not only space-saving,
but the tools are just where you need them –
right next to the machine

Customised and easy to assemble  using tool
holders with snap fasteners for tool-free insertion
and removal

Secure transport thanks to robust and stable
design

Maximum ease of use and ergonomics since
holders can be fitted at an angle and shelves and
drawers can be pulled out

General benefits of the LISTA drawer cabinets


